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Manufacturing



Synera helps large electronics manufacturer save $37M



Business Issue A large consumer electronics manufacturer was looking for ways to save money. There were projects already underway within the company searching for ways to cut costs, but only standard database and analytical tools were being used. After 10 months of effort, these tools had been unable to uncover anything that would help the company save money in the warranty and claims area.



Synera Solution Advanced exploration using the Synera’s Intelligent Exploration™ suite (IES) was performed to identify potential savings opportunities. Data was extracted out of three different company databases and after a few simple transformations; the data was ready for exploration. One of the key benefits that Synera’s IES offers is its ability to take data from any source and without any data architecture or schema design provide you with the ability to quickly and easily query data regardless of its source. Most other relational database systems will require weeks if not months of preparation and design work before you can even start to query your data.



Benefits After only two days of exploring the data, a number of previously unknown business situations were discovered. These situations presented an opportunity to save $1.5M annually. Many claims had repair expenses that ran higher than replacement costs. A second exploration database was created and loaded with refurbishment data; this lead to finding an additional $1M in annual cost savings. They did this by adjusting stock-keeping levels, which reduced delays and excess handling efforts in the repair division.



case study



synera A third exploration database was created from the master parts system. Here they discovered patterns where products were discontinued and large quantities of spare parts were being disposed. Fine-tuning the stockkeeping levels for this division resulted in an additional $5M dollars per year. The solution had to be validated recommendations could be put into effect.



before



the



“It was the tool being used that produced the results, not the people”.



synera™ was used again to quickly perform a what-if analysis against history. This validation gave the company the confidence they were lacking before. The company now projects that they will save $37M dollars over the next 5 years. This is being directly attributed to the strategic exploration and analytical power of synera. Over the 10 days of exploration, synera’s speed and flexibility enabled all types of scenarios on the information to discover these cost savings. Performing this type of Q&A on the data with conventional technologies would have taken many months and a great deal of resources, and probably would not have produced such stunning results.



Synera Systems (Synera), a leading provider of enterprise business intelligence (BI) solutions, enables global and midmarket companies to turn corporate data into actionable intelligence. Synera’s Intelligent Exploration™ suite is an easy-to-use analytics application, which is quick to implement because it leverages a company’s existing database infrastructure. Synera’s Intelligent Exploration suite captures operational savings, thereby providing an immediate return on investment that contributes to a company’s bottom line. Synera also offers the synera Smart™ developers program to software VARs and OEMs that incorporate powerful analytical capabilities into data management applications. Synera develops partnerships with leading IT consulting firms and technology companies to complement and extend the capabilities of its exploration database technology and solutions.



synera, synera Smart and Intelligent Exploration are trademarks of Synera Systems S.L. COPYRIGHT ©1998,2001 Synera Systems S.L.



www.synerasystems.com
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SENSENICH PROPELLER MANUFACTURING 

front spinner bulkhead, propeller hub, rear spinner bulkhead and spacer assembly. Engage the bolts by hand into the threads of the crankshaft flange bushings.
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Liasse fiscale COLOPLAST MANUFACTURING 

33 911 067. 431 449. 33 479 618 ...... perÃ§ues ayant donnÃ© droit Ã  la rÃ©duction d'impÃ´t prÃ©vue au 4 de l'article 238 bis du CGI pour l'entreprise donatrice RG.
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Modern Manufacturing .fr 

May 13, 2013 - Manufacturing Process Planning â€¢ Simulation Tools for .... these criteria, more than one solution is usually possible and trade-off analyses should ...... and Vollman, T.E. 1964, Allocating facilities with CRAFT, Harvard Business.
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Liasse fiscale PETROINEOS MANUFACTURING 

VJ. VK. TOTAUX. Ã‰TAT DES DETTES. Montant brut. 1. A 1 an au plus. 2. A plus d'1 an et 5 ans au plus. 3. A plus de 5 ans. 4. Ã‰tat et autres collectivitÃ©s.
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liquid oxycodone lean manufacturing 

10 mg oxycodone percocet images joy oxycodone doses mg how much oxycodone is in a 10mg oxycontin how to shoot oxycodone with apap oxycodone ...
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Section 13 - Manufacturing Processes 

After the mixture is poured, the mold is steam-treated in an autoclave and then ..... to the ejector nozzle) is stationary; the other half moves on a carriage. The dies are ..... jet engines begin to creep around 1,300 to 1,500Â°F (704 to 815Â°C). Cr
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Liasse fiscale HONDA FRANCE MANUFACTURING 

CR. NÂ° 2050- SD. â€“ (SDNC-DGFiP) - Octobre 2017. â‘ . HONDA FRANCE MANUFACTURING (PAR ABREVIATION H.F.M SAS). 5 0 1 7 3 6 5 6 5. 45140 ORMES.
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CAM Speaker Modelling and Manufacturing 

Nov 5, 2003 - ... SolidWorks 2001. Since I was novice with this software I had to pass by a kind of training period before I could do exactly what I wanted.
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Liasse fiscale PARKER HANNIFIN MANUFACTURING 

VJ. VK. TOTAUX. Ã‰TAT DES DETTES. Montant brut. 1. A 1 an au plus. 2. A plus d'1 an et 5 ans au plus. 3. A plus de 5 ans. 4. Ã‰tat et autres collectivitÃ©s.
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SHERMAN SERIES MANUFACTURING DATA LOCATIONS 

Data Types. Cast-in â€“ Typically raised numbers and letters along with a symbol or trademark indicating the foundry that produced it. Generally includes the.
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environment conscious manufacturing dbid 1cpp 
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Social Responsibility | Manufacturing | Official Scotch 

Le code Ã©tablit les droits du travail essentiels suivants... LibertÃ© d'association et droit de nÃ©gociation collective. Nos usines respectent le droit des travailleurs de ...
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Liasse fiscale TOYOTA MOTOR MANUFACTURING 

( dont taxe intÃ©rieure sur les produits pÃ©troliers. ZS. ) 9Z. Total du poste correspondant Ã  la ligne FW du tableau nÂ° 2052. YX. T. VA. â€“ montant de la TVA collectÃ©e.
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Liasse fiscale SANDEN MANUFACTURING EUROPE 

VJ. VK. TOTAUX. Ã‰TAT DES DETTES. Montant brut. 1. A 1 an au plus. 2. A plus d'1 an et 5 ans au plus. 3. A plus de 5 ans. 4. Ã‰tat et autres collectivitÃ©s.
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Initiation au Lean Manufacturing 

Théorie des Contraintes (TOC). – 6 Sigma. • Validation des .... en incluant le contrôle visuelle, les suggestions des employés, le TWI, la réduction de taille de lots ...
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good manufacturing practices for drug 

Legal good manufacturing practices for drug manufacturers and importers bonnes pratiques de fabrication pour les fabricants et importateurs eBook for free and ...
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Liasse fiscale CUTTING EDGE MANUFACTURING 

CUTTING EDGE MANUFACTURING. 3 8 2 5 6 4 8 0 5. 31670 LABEGE. 1 2. 1 2 .... GQ. IntÃ©rÃªts et charges assimilÃ©es (6). GR. DiffÃ©rences nÃ©gatives de change.
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Self-organization in Manufacturing Systems 

Oct 20, 2008 - maintaining the system behavior predictable and stable. â€¢ Interoperability in heterogeneous environments. â€“ Semantics and ontologies seem to ...
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MANUFACTURING-DESIGN, PRODUCTION, AUTOMATION AND 

handling systems such as automated guided vehicles (AGVs) and conveyors. (Chap. 12). ... assembly of families of parts with similar processing requirements. A ...... formation of such manual, skilled-labor-dependent environments to intensive ...
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mes manufacturing execution system and availability 

Get Free Read Online Ebook PDF mes manufacturing execution system and ... system and availability gestion des processus industriels et de la PDF file for.
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Sunrise Manufacturing International, Inc. - Skydive Wings 

Before assembling the 3-ring release, make sure the risers are not twisted or reversed. Lay your Wings face down, as you would pack it. 1. Thread each cable ...
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CHINA'S MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN AN INTERNATIONAL 

Mar 25, 2002 - Ren Ruoen & Bai Manying / Ã‰conomie internationale 92 (2002), p. ..... comparison, which follows the new classifications system while there ...
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37.1 INTRODUCTION Modern manufacturing systems are 

They control production lines and are beginning to take over control of the entire factory. The computer-integrated-manufacturing system (CIMS) is a reality in the modern ..... cutting forces, tool temperatures, or motor torque, and alters the NC ...
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Collecting and Developing Manufacturing Process Capability Models 

If possible, use data collected over a long period of time, but extract the ... information after discarding any information that swings abnormally too high or too.
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